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It’s been nearly a year and a half since the sweeping pitch of Cirque du Soleil’s iconic blue and
yellow Big Top made an appearance at Midtown Atlanta’s Atlantic Station. In March 2016, it
returns with an exciting new presentation that showcases amazing feats of human physicality,
grace and artistry matched by equally remarkable creativity in set design, music, makeup,
costumes, choreography and storytelling. If critical acclaim and advanced sales are any
indication, the response is expected to be as epic as the performance when Cirque du Soleil
presents KURIOS™ – Cabinet of Curiosities to Atlanta audiences from Thursday, March 3 to
Sunday, May 8.
Marking Cirque du Soleil’s 35th production since 1984, KURIOS™ – Cabinet of Curiosities first
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premiered in Montreal in April 2014 and has since been touring the globe to rave reviews from
critics and audiences alike. Featuring a cast of 46 artists from 15 different countries, KURIOS is
described in a press release as “a tale in which time comes to a complete stop, transporting
the audience inside a fantasy world where everything is possible. In this realm set in the latter
half of the nineteenth century, reality is quite relative indeed as our perception of it is utterly
transformed. The name of the show refers to the humble and strange characters that inhabit
the Seeker’s Cabinet of Curiosities.”
During each showing of KURIOS, the audience is invited to accompany the Seeker through a
series of vignettes – each one more magical and mystical than the last. Curious? If so, do not
hesitate to purchase your tickets online at the Cirque du Soleil website ahead of the March 3
premiere. To really turn KURIOS into an overnight adventure, book reservations at one of many
great Midtown Atlanta hotels, including Twelve Hotel, Artmore Hotel, and Four Seasons
Atlanta – among others. The next day, enjoy a lovely afternoon spent strolling through Atlantic
Station – perusing the fabulous collection of shops and restaurants along the way.

SUGGESTED LINKS
 Best reopening of 2015: Children’s Museum of Atlanta
 Awesome Apps for Atlanta Staycationers 2015
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